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[57] ABSTRACT
A plate-type heat exchanger comprises a stack of flat

fluid flow tubes each composed of a pair of confronting
core plates joined to each other and defining a fluid

flow pass therebetween, each of the core plates having
an inlet hole for introducing a fluid into the fluid flow
pass and an outlet hole for discharging the fluid from
the fluid flow pass. Each core plate has a plurality of
ribs on an inner wall surface thereof, the ribs on one of
the pair of plates being held in contact with the con-
fronting ribs on the other core plate. The ribs are pres-
ent in the fluid flow pass between the joined core plates
in every direction along the inner wall surface of each
of the core plates. The fluid flow pass does not have any
fluid passage free of ribs. Therefore, the heat exchanger
has improved heat transfer efficiency, and the fluid flow
tube is mechanically strong or highly resistant to pres-

8 Claims, 9 Drawing Figures
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FIG. 7
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PLAmTYPE HEAT EXCHANGER ^^^^^ DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a front elevational view of a refrigerant

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION evaporator or plate-type heat exchanger incorporating... , - 5 the principles of the present invention;
The present invention relates to a plate-type heat

2 is a front elevational view of a core plate for
exchanger for use in heaters, air conditioners, or the

in a heat exchanger according to the present inven-
like, and more particularly to a core plate for defining a tion;

fluid tube pass in such a plate-type heat exchanger. FIG. 3 is a fragmentary front elevational view of a

Conventional plate-type heat exchangers include a 10 pair ofjoined core plates of FIG. 1 which define a fluid

stack of fluid pass tubes each composed of a pair of core flow pass therebetween;

plates having edges joined together and formed with FIG. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary front elevational

rows of ribs across the tube pass so as to provide fluid view of the joined core plates shown in FIG. 3;

paths shaped for increased heat transfer efficiency. Ac- ^'G. 5 is a front elevational view of a core plate

cording to one known design, however, the ribs are
according to another embodiment of the present inven-

formed in aligned rows between the fluid inlet and out- ^ , . , .

letofthefluidpasssothatlinearflowpathsfreeofribs ^ elevational view of a core plate

J r J u * ' •
1 * J .1 . c- .1.

according to still another embodunent of the present
arc denned between the inlet and the outlet. Since the

invention*
fluid tends to flow through such linear fluid paths from FIG. 7 is a front elevational view of a core plate
the inlet to the outlet, the heat transfer efficiency is according to a still further embodiment of the present
poor. In addition, the core plates are mechanically weak invention;

along the linear flow paths between the rib rows. An- FIG. 8 is a front elevational view of a conventional

other prior-heat exchanger fluid tube pass, designed to core plate; and

overcome the problems of the aforesaid conventional 25 FIG. 9 is a front elevational view of another conven-

fluid tube pass, is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,470,455 tional core plate.

issued Sep. 11, 1984 to Sacca. The patented heat ex- DETAILED DESCRIPTION
changer fluid flow pass does not have rib-free fluid

passages extending longitudinally between the inlet and _ .

FIG- 8 shows a convenUonal core plate 10 having

the outlet, but imposes increased resistance to the fluid
^^^^f/ ^'t''^ .nu

a fluid and an

flow from the inlet to the outlet, resulting in greater ^I'^t^^^^^^^ 1". ,'n°
' ^ischargmg the

, . . fluid. The core plate 10 also has rows or groups 10/ of
pressure loss. Another difficulty with this flmd flow ^bs lOe to fluid paths shaped for increased heat transfer
pass IS that It is mechanically weak along transverse efficiency. Two such core plates 10 arc joined together
nb-free lines across the fluid flow pass. 35 jn face-to-face relation by brazing at their peripheral

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION f^T^""
*^ fluid flow tube which defines therein a

fluid flow pass extending from the inlet hole lOo to the

In view of the foregoing drawbacks of the prior plate- outlet hole 10b. The ribs lOe in each row are aligned

type heat exchangers, it is an object of the present in- between the inlet hole 10a and the outlet hole lOb so

vention to provide a plate-type heat exchanger having 40 that linear flow paths free of ribs are defined between

fluid flow passes each composed of a pair of core plates ^^^^ and the outlet hole 10b inasmuch as

and free of fluid paths with no ribs. rib rows are symmetrical with respect to the longi-

According to the present invention, there is provided "^'^ P^- Since the fluid tends

a plate-type heat exchanger comprising a stack of flat ^^^^ ""f^ f*"*^
P^^^^ i"^^^

<i ,4 1 1, -T J f • r r 45 hole to the outlet hole, the heat transfer efficiency is
fluid flow tubes each composed of a pair of confronting 1 jj *- *u i* i. * n 1

, , . . , ^ r J J /- . poor. In addition, the core plates are mechanically weak
core plates joined to each other and defining a fluid ^ ,^ pressure-resistant along the linear How
tlow pass tjierewtween. each of the core plates having

p^ths between the rib rows.
an mlet hole for mtroducmg a fluid into the fluid flow Another prior heat exchanger core plate, designed to
pass and an outlet hole for discharging the fluid from 50 overcome the problems of the aforesaid conventional
the fluid flow pass, each core plate having a plurality of fluid tube pass, is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,470,455

ribs on an inner wall surface thereof, the ribs on one of issued Sep. 11, 1984 to Sacca. The disclosed core plate

the pair of plates being held in contact with the con- 11 shown in FIG. 9 has staggered groups of ribs lie,

fronting ribs on the other core plate, the ribs being and provides a fluid flow pass which does not have

present in the fluid flow pass between the joined core 55 rib-free fluid passages extending longitudinally between

plates in every direction aJong the inner wall surface of ^" ^o^^ outlet hole 11^. However, the

each of the core plates. The fluid flow pass docs not ^^^^ pass with the staggered rib rows imposes

have any fluid passage free of ribs. Therefore, the heat
increased resistance to the fluid flow from the inlet hole

exchanger has improved heat transfer efficiency, and ^ ['"l"?''"^
^'"^^""^

^'^'u^
the fluid flow tube is mechanically strong or highly

^ joss. Another difficulty with this pnor core ph^^^

. ^ ^ ^ ^ It is mechanically weak and less pressure-resistant along
picMu*t.

transverse rib-free hues 116 across the fluid flow pass.
The above and other objects, features, and advan-

p^^^„^ invention will now be described with
tages of the present mvention will become apparent reference to FIGS. 1 through 7.

from the following description when taken* in conjunc- ^5 As shown in FIG. 1, a refrigerant evaporator or heat
tion with the accompanying drawings which illustrate exchanger 1 for an automotive air conditioner is in-

preferred embodiments of the present invention by way stalled in an air conditioner passage defined in the in-

of example. strumental panel of the passenger's compartment of an
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automobile. The evaporator 1 is supplied with a refrig-

erant (not shown) via a pipe 3 having on its free end a

pipe joint 31 coupled to a pipe from the refrigerant

outlet of a refrigerant compressor of the air conditioner.

The refrigerant that has passed through the evaporator

1 is discharged through a pipe 2 having a pipe joint 21

coupled to a pipe from the refrigerant inlet of the refrig-

erant compressor.

The evaporator 1 comprises a number of flat fluid

flow tubes 41 extending parallel to each other and each

composed of a pair of core plates 4 joined at their pe-

ripheral edges. The fluid flow tubes 41 have on their

upper end inlet tanks 42 for uniformly distributing a

fluid or refrigerant into fluid flow passes 41fl (FIG. 2)

defmed in the respective fluid flow tubes 41 and outlet

tanks (not shown) for collecting the refrigerant that has

passed through the fluid flow passes 41fl. Each of the

core plates 4 is pressed or otherwise machined from a

sheet member comprising a lightweight core sheet of

metal such as aluminum or brass which is a good ther-

mal conductor, the core sheet being clad on both sur-

faces with a brazing material.

As shown in FIG. 2; each core plate 4 is of an elon-

gate configuration having an inlet/outlet hole 4a de-

fmed in one end thereof for connection to the inlet tank

42 and another inlet/outlet hole 4b defined in the same

end in juxtaposed relation to the inlet/outlet hole 4a for

connection to the outlet tank. The core plate 4 is brazed

to the companion core plate 4 (not shown in FIG. 2)

-along a peripheral edge 4c The core plate 4 has a cen-

tral longitudinal partition 4d extending from the upper

edge thereof and terminating short of the lower edge so

that the fluid flow pass 41<i is of a U-shaped configura-

tion with its upper ends communicating with the inlet/-

outlet holes 4a, 4b, The core plate 4 has on its inner wall 35

surface different groups 4/ 4g of ribs 4e extending

obliquely to the longitidinal direction of the core plate

"'4, i.e., the direction of the fluid flow pass 41a. The ribs

4€ of each of the two groups 4/ are generally longer

than the ribs 4€ of each of the two groups 4^. The rib 40

groups 4/ 4g alternate with each other in the transverse

direction of the core plate 4. Two adjacent rib groups

4/ 4g are positioned on one side of the central partition

4df whereas the other two adjacent rib groups 4/ 4g are

located on the other side of the central partition 4d, On 45

each side ofthe central partition 4d, a fluid flow passage

4h is defmed between the rib groups 4/ 4g. The rib

groups 4f, 4g are asymmetrical with respect to the cen-

tral axis of the U-shaped fluid flow pass 41a. Therefore,

the different lengths of the ribs 4e are asymmetrical with

respect to tne central axis of the U-shaped fluid flow

pass 41a.

When the two core plates 4 are joined together, as

shown in FIG. 3, the fluid flow passages 4h on one of

the core plates 4 do not overlap the fluid flow paths 4h

on the other core plate 4, so that there is not provided

any fluid flow passage having no rib 4e on each of the

core plates 4. With the two core plates 4 coupled to

each other, the confronting ribs on the core plates 4

intersect, as illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 4, and have their 60

end surfaces joined to thereby strengthen the fluid flow

tube 41 and create tortuous paths for the passage of the

fluid through the fluid flow pass 41a. The end surfaces

of the ribs 4e lie flush with those of the peripheral edge

4c and the partition 4d so that the end surfaces of the 65

confronting ribs 4^ will be held in contact with each

other when the core plates 4 are brazed together. The

angle at which the ribs 4€ are inclined to the direction of

50

55

the fluid flowing through the fluid flow pass 41a is

selected to allow the fluid to flow at a suitable speed in

the fluid flow pass 41a and to cause the fluid to be

stirred in the fluid flow pass 41a for increased thermal

transfer efficiency. The ribs 4e can be formed at the

same time that the core plate 4 is formed.

As shown in FIG- 1, the opposite outer sides of the

evaporator 1 are protected by side plates 5 that are .

brazed to outermost corrugated fins 6. Corrugated fins

6 are interposed between adjacent ones of the fluid flow

tubes 41 for increasing the surface area of the fluid flow

tubes 41 which air flowing between the fluid flow tubes

41 contacts. The corrugated fins 6 are formed by press-

ing a lightweight sheet ofaluminum or brass which is of

a good thermal conductor into a corrugated shape.

The manner in which the evaporator 1 is assembled

will be described below. The core plates 4 which have

already been clad with a brazing material on their oppo-

site surfaces, the corrugated fins 6 which have not been

clad with any brazing material, and the side plates 5

which have been clad with a brazing material on only

surfaces thereof to be held against the outermost corru-

gated fins 6, are put together as shown in FIG. 1. More

specifically, the core plates 4 and the corrugated fins 6

are alternately stacked on one of the side plates 5, and

finally the other side plate 5 is applied. The assembly is

securely held together by a jig (not shown), and placed

in a heated brazing furnace (not shown) in which the

assembly is kept for a predetermined period of time to

melt the brazing material. After the assembly is brazed

and cooled, the pipes 2, 3 are brazed to the assembly.

The confronting ribs 4€ are brazed to each other by a

brazing spot 4/ (FIG. 4).

The evaporator 1 thus assembled is installed in an

automotive air conditioner with the pipes 2, 3 con-

nected to the compresser. When the compresser is

driven, an atomized refrigerant of low temperature

flows into the inlet tanks 42 through the pipe 2. The

refrigerant is then delivered from the inlet Unks 42 into

the fluid flow passes 41a in the fluid flow tubes 41. The

refrigerant supplied into the fluid flow passes 41fl flows

through the tortuous paths as indicated by the arrows in

FIG. 4 and is stirred therein by the ribs 4e while being

subjected to resistance to its flow. Now, heat transfer

occurs between the refrigerant flowing through the

fluid flow passes 41a and air flowing through the corru-

gated fins 6 between the fluid flow tubes 41 and along

the surfaces of the core plates 4 and the corrugated fins

6. The air that has passed through the corrugated fins 6

is cooled down to cool the passenger's compartment.

The refrigerant that has passed through the fluid flow

passes 4lo is collected into the outlet tanks, from which

it flows into the compressor.

Since the refrigerant is forced to flow through the

tortuous paths in each of the fluid flow passages 41a. the

heat transfer efficiency of the fluid flow tubes 41 is

increased. The fluid flow tubes 41 are highly mechani-

cally strong and pressure-resistant inasmuch as they do

not have passages free of ribs.

FIG. 5 illustrates a core plate according to another

embodiment of the present invention. The core plate,

generally denoted at 7, has a group 1] of longer ribs le,

a group Ik of medium ribs le, and a group Im of shorter

ribs le on each side of a central partition Id. The rib

groups lj» IK Im on the core plate 7 are asymmetrical

with respect to the central axis of a U-shaped fluid flow

pass 71a. Rib-free passages In, lo are defmed between

the rib groups 1J» Ik and between the rib groups Ik, Im

11/15/2002, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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, . 5 6
on each side ofthe central partition Id, When two core it should be understood that various changes and modi-
plates 7 are joined to each other along their peripheral fications may be made therein without departing from
edges 7c; these rib-free passages In, 7o do not overlap the scope of the appended claims,
each other, creating tortuous flow paths in the fluid What is claimed is:

flow pass 71a. 5 i. a plate-type heat exchanger comprising a stack of
A core plate 8 according to still another embodiment flat fluid flow tubes each composed of a pair of con-

shown in FIG. 6 differs from the core plate 4 of FIG. 2 fronting core plates joined to each other and defining a
in that ribs 8^ adjacent to a central partition %d are fluid flow pass therebetween, each of said core plates
joined to the central partition 8J and ribs 8e adjacent to having an inlet hole for introducing a fluid into said
a peripheral edge 8c arc joined to the peripheral edge 10 fluid flow pass and an outlet hole for discharging the
%c With this arrangement, the heat transfer efficiency is fluid from said fluid flow pass, said core plate having a
much better since tfiere is no straight rib-free passage plurality of ribs on an inner wall surface thereof which
defined along the central partition and the peripheral project into said fluid flow pass, said ribs on each ofsaid
edge 8c pair of core plates being grouped in plural rows along
FIG. 7 shows a still further embodiment in which a 15 said fluid pass and being held in contact with the con-

core plate 9 has no central partition and a straight fluid fronting ribs of at least two rows on the other core
flow pass 91fl extends between an inlet/outlet hole 9fl plate, so that there is no rib-free line along said fluid
on one end of the core plate 9. to be connected to an flow pass, and one end of each of said ribs in one row
inlet tank (not shown), and an inlet/outlet hole 9* on the being positionally displaced from one end of an adjacent
other end to be connected to an outlet tank (not shown). 20 one of said ribs in another row along said fluid flow
The core palte 9 has three rows or groups of longer ribs pass, so that there is no transverse rib-free line across
9^ and one row or group of shorter ribs 9e. These rib the fluid flow pass.

groups are asymmetrical with respect to the central axis 2. A plate-type heat exchanger according to claim 1,
of the fluid flow pass 91^, so that longitudinal rib-free wherein said rows of the ribs are assymmetrical with
passages 9h on the two joined core plates 9 do not over- 25 respect to the central axis of said fluid flow pass,
lap each other, and the fluid flow pass 9\a defined be- 3. A ptatc-type heat exchanger according to claim 2,
tween two joined core plates 9 does not have fluid flow wherein lengths of said ribs of the different rows are
passages free of ribs. asymmetrical with respect to the central axis of said
The side plates 5, the core plates 4, and the corru- fluid flow pass,

gated fins 6 may be joined by adhesive bonding, solder- 30 4. A plate-type heat exchanger according to claim 1,

ing, or other joining techniques, rather than the brazing, wherein each said core plate has a central partition
In FIG. 1. the pipes 2, 3 may be positioned on one extending from one end thereofand terminating short of

side of the evaporator 1 for supplying and discharging the other end thereof, thereby defining said fluid flow
the refrigerant to the inlet tanks 42 and from the outlet pass as a U-shaped configuration, said ribs in different
t^s. 35 rows having different lengths on each side of said cen-

In the illustrated embodiments, each of the core tral partition,

plates ixas a rib-free passage between adjacent rib 5. A plate-type heat exchanger according to claim 4,
groups cr rows. However, each of the core plates need wherein said ribs in different rows on each side of said
not have such a rib-free passage between adjacent rib central partition are of longer, medium, and shorter
groups or rows. Furthermore, while each of the illus- 40 lengths.

tratcd core plates does not have a rib-free passage ex- 6. A plate-type heat exchanger according to claim 4,

tending across the direction of flow of the fluid, it may wherein said confronting core plates are joined to each
have a rib-free passage across the direction of flow of other at their peripheral edges, the ribs adjacent to said
the fluid, and such rib-free passages may be arranged peripheral edge and said central partition on each of
such that they will not overlap each other when two 45 said core plates being joined to said peripheral edge and
companion core plates are joined together. said central partition.

The plate-type heat exchanger of the present inven- 7. A plate-type heat exchanger according to claim 1,

tion may be employed as a refrigerant condenser or wherein said inlet and outlet holes are defmed in one
evaporator for home or industrial use, rather than auto- end of each of said core plates in juxtaposed relation to
motive use, or may be used in an engine radiator, a 50 each other.
heater core, an oU cooling device, or other any devices 8. A platc-type heat exchanger according to claim 1,

which effect heat transfer between different fluids. wherein said inlet and outlet holes are defmed in oppo-
AJthough certain preferred embodiments of the pres- site ends, respectively, of each of said core plates,

ent invention have been shown and described in detail, *****
55
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